Overview of Osaka Prefectural Toyonaka High School’s Super Global High School (SGH) Program
Fostering human resources who will lead the world by bridging culture and diversity
Research and Development Initiative

Research and development of a human resource nurturing program that can create new business standards through a study on the connection between Japanese culture and Islamic culture (the
culture of Muslims in Turkey and Indonesia, in particular, which have deep ties with Japan) with consideration of the fact that Islamic culture forms major global trends together with Western culture.

Overview of
Research and
Development

■Developing the power to comprehend Islamic culture and society from each individual’s own viewpoint by discarding ready-made ideas about Islam.
■Developing the power to build a future of mutual trust by studying the process of historical, cultural, and social ties that Japan has cultivated with Islamic countries.
■Developing the power to create an Islamic business model that will hold a key to Japan’s economic recovery by constructing a new paradigm beyond global standards centered in Western Europe.

Cooperation with entities, including universities, enterprises, JICA, and NPOs.

■GLOBALVISION purpose 1
Producer-oriented business expansion through fair
trade.
Developing a program from a global perspective in each subject
for all students. Specifically, the program aims to adopt debate and
discussion techniques and enable students to express their own

■GLOBALVISION purpose 2

opinions on timely themes, including news, as hot topics collected

Ordinary people-oriented business expansion by
learning global environmental issues (along with the

Super Global Seminar (SGS)

from the media, including TV, newspapers, and the Internet.

effective use of renewable energy)
Holding a super global seminar (SGS)
on Saturdays with research contents
■GLOBALVISION purpose 3
Proposal of a social business plan to Islamic society
through a study on the ties between Japan and

further developed from challenging
research contents through overseas
fieldwork.

Implementing exchanges and workshops with overseas graduate
school students, university exchange students, and students on
exchange programs at Osaka University and Kwansei Gakuin
University.

Turkey.
Developing students’ English proficiency focused on
TOEFL as specified in the big-boned English training
■GLOBALVISION purpose 4
Constructing new standards that can serve as a

project of Osaka Prefecture to improve students’
English proficiency to a level in which they can

Cooperation Program
Inviting lecturers from

discuss in English.

enterprises, JICA, and NPOs, for lectures and training sessions.

entities,

including

universities,

business model between Japan and Islamic countries

Furthermore, the program will construct learning programs,

from a comparison cultural point of view.

including critical thinking and case methods, as a linking project.

